L.A., Twins in World Series Today (see sPorts)
Friday Flicks
nbeM.,
,M.
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The FritiaN Click this %seek
%sill be "The Red Budge of
Courage" starring Audit. Murphy, Bill Mauldin. Douglas
Dick, Royal Dann. JOhn
Dierkes. Admission is 35 cents
and student Maly card. It will
be held in TH 55.
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Journalist To Describe
Travels in Red China

Shields Sign-ups
Interviews for memhership in
Spartan shields, sophOMO re
men’s honorary service fraternity, still MI held today and tomorrow in the College Union
from 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Interemted second semester
freshmen and first semester
sophomores should pick up petitions and sign up for interview’s
in the union, Rick Trout Spartan Shields spokesman, announced yesterday.

While on her journey of 21 tense
days, Miss Hobbs studied Red
Chinese education under the present system. She has also compiled
a report Chinese propaganda in
relation to education, art, literature, entertainment, and theater.
Miss Hobbs has been a reporter
for the S.F. Examiner for the past
five years. While touring Red
China, she wrote a series of interpretive articles about her experiences which appeared exclusively
in the Examiner.
Before joining the Examiner
staff, Miss Hobbs served as a
foreign correspondent in various
parts of the world, Including two
years in London with coverage of
Buckingham Palace, and special
assigrunent in several areas of
Southeast Asia.
Miss Hobbs now lives in San
Francisco with her husband and
two children. A native Australian,
she received her education in Denmark, the United States, and Australia. She attended the University of Melbourne. She received
her academic degree in sociologY
Since her return from Red
China, Miss Hobbs has been called
upon for radio and television appearances. Recently she was spe.eial guest on "To Tell the Truth,"
weekly television program.
All ASB Forum Lectures
open to students, professors,
public free of charge.
aat

New Group
To Perform Frosh Petitions
At Co-Rec Due Friday At 4
William Penn and His Pals, a
new rock ’n roll band in this area,
will play in the Women’s Gym tonight at 7:30 for Co-Rec. dancing.
Scheduled to cut their first record in November, the new group
has auditioned at Circle Star
Theatre for a tour with "The
Rolling Stones," a British singing
group.
Managed by Vern Justus, senior
recreation major at SJS, William
Penn and His Pals have appeared
at the Cinnamon Tree, College of
San Mateo, Monterey Fairgrounds
and Oakland radio station KEWB’s
Fun Town, U.S.A.
Tom Horn. chairman of Wednesday Night Co-Rec, said tonight’s
theme is "Bermuda Bounce." The
special event will be a "Knobby
Knee" contest.
The Women’s Gym svill he open
from 7:30 until 9:30 for dancing,
basketball, volleyball, badminton,
ping-pong and swimming.

No. I I

Nominating petitions for eight
freshman class offices are due in
the College Union this Friday at
4 p.m., Ken Lane, Election Board
chairman announced, yesterday.
The petitions must have at least
50 signatures with ASB card numbers to qualify candidates for offices, Lane added.
The eight positions include: four
Student Council seats and executive director, department director,
executive secretary and finance
director of the Freshman Assembly.
The election will be held Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 19 and 20.

Eight Frosh Posts
Yesterday the Spartan Daily
erroneously announiaal there
were nine freshman Cla101 offices open; there are only
eight. Nominating petitions
are due Friday.

Increased Responsibility

Pope Lauds U.N. Leaders
ROME UPI Pope Paul VI
told the Ecumenical Council today
his historic pilgrimage to the
United Nations had increased the
responsibility of the Roman Catholic Church to the cause of world
peace.
The 68-year-old pontiff returned
today from New York with words

City Resolution
Extends Closing
Of 7th Street

LISA HOBBSfirst staff reporter from a U.S. newspaper to enter
Red China in almost ten years will lead off the 1965-66 ASB
Forum Lecture Series tomorrow at 10:30 in Concert Hall. Her
speech, illustrated with color slides, is open to the public. Admission is free.

Rhodes-Marshall
Entry Deadline Set
Applications are now available
for the $2,700 Rhodes Scholarship
and the British Marshall Scholarship for any interested students,
according to Donald Ryan, director of financial aids.
The Rhodes Scholarship is mainly for literary and scholastically
minded unmarried male students
between 18-24 years old and juniors.
The scholarship is for two years
with a possible three years if the
scholar’s record warrants the
award. There are no restrictions
on the choice of studies.
Qualifications include literary
and scholastic zibility and attainments, truthfulness, courage, devotion to duty, sympathy for protection of weak, kindliness, unselfishness and fellowship.
The student must also have
moral force of character, instincts
to lead and to take interest in
mankind, physical vigor and fondness and success in sports.
Final application is Friday, Oct.
15. Applicants will be interviewed

New Curriculum?

Fisher Bill Changed
fly RICH THAW
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The confusion over course
work requirements for would-be
teachers stemming from the 1961
Fisher Law has been raised
again with the passage of S.R.
908, introduced by State Sen.
Albert, S. Rodda, D-Sacramento.
The Bill became law Sept. 17.
’"The law’s major intent is to
liberalize the elementary education curriculum so it has more
diversification," Dr. William G.
Sweeney, dean of the education
division, Said.
Dean Sweeney explained that
this diversification means an
elementary education major inky

The new five-column editorial page format of the Spartan
Daily debuts today on page 2.
The re% hied layout has been
designed to make the opinion
columns easier to read and
more attract:lye.
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Lisa Hobbs, award winning Journalist from the staff of the San
Francisco Examiner, will speak on
life inside Red China in the first
lecture of the fall ASB Forum
Lecture Series, tomorrow at 10:30
in Concert Hall.
Miss Hobbs is the first staff reporter of a United States newspaper to enter Communist China
in almost ten years.
In her talk, illustrated with
color slides, she will relate highlights of her 4,000 mile tour of
Red China. She will describe facts
of daily life in China such as food,
clothing, homes, jobs, religion and
crime.

Editorial Showcase

earn a degree that encludes
work in five or more major subject areas in his program, rather
than just one.
"The Fisher Law allowed certain diversified majors, but they
were exceptions and fairly insignificant to most students
needs," Dean Sweeney added.
Dean Sweeney said the diversified major consists of 88 semester hours, but the new law
does not say whether these 88
hours include some general education requirements.
If general education requirements are not included in the
88 hours, then a four-year program svill not he possible., the
dean noted,

The diversified major presents
another problem: Whitt type of
degree shotild be given at the
completion of this varied course
work?
The State Board of Education
must dielate the courserconlents
for Ihe diversified major. So far,
it has not done so. It also may
rrquire additional courses al its
discretion, the law states,
Sweeny said.
The Fisher Law, passed in
1961, allows graduates to teach
after a four-year program if a
fifth year of course work is completed within five years after the
start of their teachinti The Rorlda Law extends this period to
seven years.

San Jose City Council extended
the temporary closing of Seventh
Street through SJS until next
February in a resolution adopted
at the Council’s regular meeting
Monday night.
The resolution, based on recommendations by City Mgr. A. P.
Hamann and drawn up by City
Atty. Ferdinand Palle, provides
that S. Seventh St., between E.
San Carlos and E. San Fernando
Streets, will be closed to all vehicular traffic except official SJS,
public utility, emergency and San
Jckse City vehicles.
The resolution, which must be
approved by SJS administration,
maintains the status quo in the
Seventh Street question, pending
an agreement between the City
of San Jose and the State Department of Public Works over
the cost of widening and depressing the streets surrounding the
campus portion of Seventh Street.
A temporary closing has been
in effect since Sept. 30, 1963, but
because of disagreement between
the city and SJS administrators
over means of financing improvements to the surrounding streets,
any permanent closing of the
campus block of Seventh Street
has been delayed at least 90 more
days. The current temporary closure is set to expire at the end
of this month.

Oct. 28-29 by the Campus Rhodes
and Fulbright Screening Committee. The final candidate will be
recommended by the Campus Committee.
The 24 Marshall Scholarships
are offered annually by the British
Government and are considered
to be the highest prestige awards
for any American to win at any
British university.
This scholarship is offered to
American college graduates who
would like to study in British
universities for a degree. It is
offered to students of either sex
who air tinder 26 years of age
on Oct. I, 1966.
Married stuilents are eligible
The fall semester’s first Faculand, under exceptional circumstances, applications will be re- ty Book Talk will he given toceived by students up to 28 years day hy Dr. Eugene Freeman,
associate professor of philosophy,
old.
Students must he graduates of In rooms A and B of the Spartan
accredited colleges or universities Cafeteria at 12:30.
Dr. Freeman will review "Proin the United States. College sencess and Divinity" which he coiors may apply.
Selection of winners is influ- authored with W. R. Reese, pubenced greatly as to the all-around lished hy Open Court in 1984.
Faculty Book Talks are held
development, contributions to university life and potential ability every Wednesday at 12:30. The
to be useful to Anglo-American RM IOW% are open to the public
nderstanding. Off-hritt subjects e it held atines...ion
are encouraged in Ilic choice of
MpiCS.
Students are encouraged to Pick
a British university other than
Oxford or Cambridge such as London, St. Andrews and Manchester
Details on applications for the
Marshall scholarship must he in
by Oct. 22 and be obtained from
the British Consulate-General, 343
NEW YORK U1’1
Sixteen top
Sansome St., San Frzinciseo or
from Ryan, ADM201. Rhrsies in- reporters for the New York Times
appealed to Mayor Robert F.
f./Mal ion alSo is aVailable
Wagner ’Puesclay to make recomRyan’s office.
mendations to end the 20 day
partial news blackout resulting
from the American Newspaper
Guild’s strike against the Times.
The by liners sent a telegram
The Spartan Daily announced
today that the deadline for drop- to Wagner telling him that negotiping classes is 5 p.m. Friday, Oct. ations appear to be "frozen again."
8. A previous story listed the last It said that there "is no movement
and none appears likely."
day as Tuesday, Oct. 5.
The telegram was signed by
Students rushing to drop classes
may take it easy until Friday, Pulitzer Prize winner Homer Bigthe deadline RS announced hy the art. Peter Khiss, Richard Witkin,
and others, all members of the
Registrar’s office,

Book Talk Today

of praise for U.N. leaders "and all Paul pleaded, "No more war, war
the people of the United States never again! Peace, it is peace
of America."
which must guide the destinies of
peoples and of all mankind."
AIRPORT ADDRESS
"It was principally for this purThe Pope’s jetliner touched down pose that the United Nations
at Rome’s Fiumicino Airport at arose: against war, in favor of
12:07 p.m. (7:07 a.m. EDT) after peace! Listen to the lucid words
a seven hour, 38 minute flight of the great departed John Kenfrom New York.
nedy, who proclaimed four years
In an airport address, the pontiff ago: "Mankind must put an end
said he was thankful to God for to war, or war will put an end to
the inspiration to make the jour- mankind.’"
ney and "for the success with
BIRTH CONTROL
which he crowned it."
"You must strive to multiply
The Pope, visibly tired, drove
immediately to St. Peter’s Basilica bread so that it suffices for the
to report to thc more than 2,000 tables of mankind, and not rather
council fathers who are debating favor an artificial control of
the church’s relationship to the birth."
"For you deal here above an
modern world.
"In the name of Christ, we with human life; and life of man,
preached peace to them," the Pope is sacred; no one may dare offend
it."
said.
"The church has assumed a
MORAL CONSCIENCE
"Today, as never before, in our
greater obligation to the cause of
peace. It is certainly not our task era so marked by human progress,
to enter the fields of politics and there is need for an appeal to the
economics where civil peace is moral conscience of man. For the
built, but we can and must help danger cornes, not from progress,
in its construction through moral nor from scienceindeed, if propsupport and working charityalso erly utilized, these could rather
resolve many of the grave probmaterial charity."
In yesterday’s U.N. address Pope lems which assail mankind."

Twenty-Three Coeds Enter
Homecoming Queen Contest
Twenty-three SJS coeds have
entered the race for this year’s
Homecoming Queen. A Coronation
Ball at the San Jose Fairground’s
pavilion on Friday, Oct. 29, will
announce the winner after weeks
of competition.
The first event for the queen
candidates will be five-minute individual interviews with the judges
on Monday afternoon. Interviews
will begin at 2 p.m. in HE1. Dress
will be school attire.
A Judges’ Tea will be held Tuesday in Cafeteria A. The four onehalf hour teas will begin at 2:30
p.m.
Ten semi-finalists will be chosen
from the interviews and teas and
will appear in a fashion show for
the student body on Monday, Oct
18. The girls will model clothes
from Stuart’s Apparel, San Jose.
Campus election for five finalists
will be held on Wednesday and
Thursday, Oct. 20 and 21. Final
election for the 1965 Homecoming
Queen will be the following Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 26 and
27.
SJS coeds vying for the queen
title and their respective sponsors
are: Ann Irvine, Alpha Omicron
Pi; Nancy Gomes, Gordon Hall;
Rose Ann Ashen, Sigma Nu; Linda

Ace N.Y. Reporters Request
Stop to Times New Block

New Deadline

union.
However, Thornzis J. Murphy,
executive vire president of the
SIM01-1 that be does run
want Wagner lo intervene as he
did to end the 114 -day newspaper
strike in 1963. So has the Times
and the Publishers Association of
New York of which it is a member.
When the Guild strike forced i
the Times to suspend, all seven
members of the association stopped
publication according to a unity of
action policy. The New York Herald Tribune subsequently svithdreve
from the association and resumed
publishing.

Santee, Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Mary Ann Hardy, Hoover Hall;
Lauren Davis, Allen Hall; and Jo
Ann Sobey, Kappa Alpha Theta.
Also in the race are: Laurie
Staley, Chi Omega, Judy Salberg,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Luwana
Mercado, Delta Zeta; Carole Dallape, Delta Sigma Phi; Lynn Nibbe, Alpha Tau Omega; Linda
Eckberg, Delta Upsilon; Carol
Hales, Alpha Phi; and Jenny
Ayres, Inter-Dormitory Council.
Other queen candidates include
Jeanne Halvosa, Moulder Hall;
Kathy Ryder, Lambe Chi Alpha;
Jackie Edenholm, American Marketing Association; Betty Lou
Mathis, Spartan Band; Pat Smith,
Ganuna Phi Beta; Corynne Gray,
Theta Chi; Kris Oxsen, Sigma Phi
Epsilon; and Barbara Naughton,
Arnold Air Society and Angel
Flight.

OPEN
’TIL 9 p.m.
Mon. thru Thurs.
throughout
the semester

VAIN
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Scholarships for Followers
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(.1111’ lllll rite Pell,
slay announced a bill proposing
the-bourtf" scholarships of S1,000 per year
for two years for all college students. These
federal grants, made direelly to students,
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would go to anyone enrolled in an accredited institution of higher learning. l’Ise
only requirement would be the inainte!lance of good academic standing.
Pell’s proposal is a big step in the
of free
the direct
right direction
public higher education.
Progress in making education free has
always been slow. Free elementary education came 200 yo-ars ago. Nlore than 100
years later, high schools were taken oner
society and tuition discontinued. That
was 70 years ago.

Pay Raise Crucial Business
state t

10 per rent faculty pay raise proposal. expected duri g the California
1cadentic Senate meeting this week. will be an important non -

agenda item.

\emit-mit. Senate, holding it- first meeting of the acatletnic year at S.I
NN
hase few item, on its agenda a, important to the students and facult ol
the California State Colleges as the faculty pay raise issue.
The issue is expected to be raised during the "new business" norlion of the
tnieting.
The proposed pay raise, if endorsed by the Senate, will be important not
reasons, but will he equally important to the students.
otil to faculty, for obv
ractilly recruitment for next year has already begun. If the (:alifornia State
liege- hope to attract prominent, well qualified instructors, they must be able
to ,ottipete. salary wise, with other institutions of higher eolucation.
There is a definite aok atottoge in knowing what salaries can be offered to prostooctie faculty at the beginning of the recruiting season. rather than waiting for
logislatke artioott. as was the case this past year.
If the Senate endorses a faculty pay raise, the proposal will he taken to the
of the State Legislature, with the hopes of immediate passage.
special
on next year’s faculty pay raise is now. not six month,
The time for act
from mow when the Legislature is too busy to adequately consider this vital
problem.
faculty resigned at the end of last year to take jobs in business attd
Higher wages prompted their decisions. SJS anol the other state colI.ge, w ill hod [Ilene-ekes faced with iliiS !,4111Ir problem again unless something
i- done now.

SI)CIAL ADVANCENIENT

he

Marine Lab Brings Prestige
this
XX itlo appropriate fanfare.
week amomineed the purchase of maLandrine ,cience laboratories at
ing through a :-’17)(1.0110 grant front
Ffatilidal
the National :""flefire,-,
l’re,. Boloort I). Clark hailed the acquisition as "the most evciting deelopment on the campus during my term
of office.Pres. Clark may have been a bit
too modest. XX ith little doubt. the new
laboratorie, represent the most exciting
academie dexilopment at SJS in many
years. The ambitious nature of this
project will greatly increase the pre
lige of SJS and the California State
Colleges.
Aside from the prestige aspect,
howeNet. the laboratories will provide
cliallogiging and spectacular opportunitie, for ,cientific study by state college
student-. In the past, the -1.114. colleges

have been considered by many to be
second-rate cousins to the I nisersity
of California in the sciences field.
Both undergraduate and graduate
instruction is planned for the new laboratories. In this way. many different
fields of marine sciences may ellerIkely be studied. Research eonducted
by these students may prooide new
answers to sonie of man’s oldest questions about deep-water life.
This is the age when scientific research, more than any other area. is
considered the "frontier’. of the world.
t of curriculum changes or
No
innonations could hate demonstrated
this college’s commitment to scientific
study as effectively as purchase of the
Moss Landing facilities. Let’s hope it is
lout one of many such tremendously
challenging deNelopments in the next
few years.

Thrust and Parry
Editor:
Last year, an organization named Students
for Excellence in Education was born. Its
primary goal, as known to the public, was
to increase the salaries of California state
teachers. SEE’s other objectives soon came
to light: free dorms for all, free laundry
service, abolishment of student fees, and
free food.
When questioned about the burden on the
private citizen, one SEE member stood up
and shouted. "I don’t give a damn about the
taxpayer. Let him pay through the nose!"
The fraternity system was picked for destruetion. A march on Sacramento was called
for :Ind received. Teacher and student strikes
were openly advocated. And finally, a Student Assembly was formed . . . to replace
Student Council with "a power structure
more representative of the student body."
A few conservatives banded together in
order to prevent the takeover of the campus
a la Berkeley. Many moderates joined with
them to for an organization known as CER
Collegian.s for Educational Responsibility.
The effort served to thwart SEE’s planned
march on Sacramento. Twenty-six faculty
members and approximately 30 studenis set
their feet on the Capitol steps. By the time
of their arrival, CER had Informed the Assembly and Senate of SEE’s actions, and had
secured the leadership of responsible legislators of both houses to lead the floor fight
for teacher pay raises thus assuring their
sttbseqttent passage.
SEE’s intimidating techniques only angered the legislators; CER obtained the desired result. SEE could boast of no positive

accomplishment; CETI tackled the difficult
job of obtaining a condensed "green sheet"
from San Jose State professors.
R
Garth Steen, Treasurer of
A13980

SJS in Retrospect
15 YEARS AGO
... Reaction to Gov. Earl Warren’s signing
of the Loyalty Oath into law was generally
acceptable to SJS professors in a series of
interviews conducted by the Spartan Daily.
... The SJS football team anxiously awaited
Saturday’s clash with rival Santa Clara.
Coach Bob Bronzan called Thursday’s rally
"the best rally in my 13 years’ experience at
SJS." SJS won 14-10.
10 YEARS AGO
. . .
Rally Committee devised a new
cheer to bring the SJS football team on the
field before games. It goes: S -S -S San Jose,
S -S-S San Jose State, S -S -S San Jose State
Varsity Varsity, Varsity.... President John
T. Wahlquist announced the total enrollment
for 1954-55 at SJS was 14,631. ’rhis included
7,542 women and 7,139 men.
5 YPIARS AGO
... Joe H. West, dean of educational Sem:ices and summer sessions, announced a record
9,334 sttidents representing 54 California
counties attended the four, six and 10 week
slimmer sessions, an increase of 773 over 1959.
... A 21 -man staff, one of the largest in the
school’s histor-, comprise the SJS student
police force.

The reason for making elementary and
high schools public and free *as that the
technological and social illiVallet‘MelliK Of
society required a better educated populace to cope with them.
The past 70 years have seen advancements that pale to insignificance linter
tnade during the centuries before, and
the need for a better educated society
is approaching the crisis point.
The present welter of scholarships,

"You wouldn’t recognize the old place, Karl... profit motives... year-end bonuses ...

grants and fellowships are given on a
competitive basis, generally scholastic. The
rationale for this is that the hest students
should get the education in order to rim

MUN Needs Funds
To Represent SJS
\

11

k(

oiaocial Ad% isory Board
ThiS V.01.1( Illy
(FAB) and Student C’ouncil will again come
face to face with a $714 request from the
Model United Nations (MUN) group on this
campus. Disputes concerning the overall
value of MUN have previously held up support for this year’s organization and may
do so again.
Students and faculty in favor of MUN are
fairly vociferous in their beliefs. Both the
MUN preparation class and the actual convention provide, they assert, an invaluable
experience in world affairs to the students
involved.
Harold Kushins, chairman for MUN, explains, "It acquaints the students with the
workings and problems of the United Nations and with the policies of a foreign
country."
BUDGET DELETION
FAB, which started the controversy last
June by recommending that Council delete
the MUN allocation from the budget, is much
more reluctant to give any "why’s" on their
decision. Most members or FAB, due to legalities of organization, refuse to comment.
Rick Trout, ASB treasurer and member of

The Guest Room
Terrorists Repeat Tactics
By JINI BATES
Every so often one reads or hears
of a terrorist bombing in South Viet Nam.
A recent one in Saigon was the most diabolical yet. A little lad was given a piece
of candy or a similar treat for delivering
a package to a nearby building. The building and the boy were blown to bits.
Bertrand Russell insists that nations
of the WV.i IISP diplomatic negotiations
to deal with the North Vietnamese, and
a large number Oil the SJS campus seems
i0 agree with I t i lll , judging froin demonstrations.
The British philosopher and those who
agree with him surely realize that it is
impossible to talk sensibly with any government that condones such actions. The
North X ielnamese have refused President
Johnson’s many requests to negotiate, anyWay.

Nations bent on the military take-over
of other nations have always been difficult
to peaceably subdue. Hitler never gave a
second thought to breaking a written
agreement. He said he would stop advancing un Europe if he had Czechoslovakia.
After knowing, what Hitler did, these
canopus demonstrators for peace seem to
trust the Viet Cong and their Comninnist
Chinese backers to stop after they have
taken South Viet Nam. They cannot stop
because they feel it is their duty to "stop
capitalistie oppression throughout the
world."
The demonstrators should ask themselves one questi llll . .. "Will I feel safe
if the United States abandons South Niel
Nani?"
Surely that little bo%’s
’Iy, if he
had one, could ne%er care less about
"capitalistic oppression."
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the society.
LEADERS ONLY

5;

The only problem with this theory
is that it only recognized the need for
leaders. In a society such as ours. leaders
are chosen hy Ionian:yrs, and those followlerstand the sysers must he able to
tem, the problems and the alternatives.

FAB, did say, however, "The general feeling
wa, that it did not benefit enough stutlents
and did not have enough public relations feedback for the ASB."

NM

But growing alienation, chronic unemployment, rising crime rates and associated social ills indicate that more and
more people do not tin de rstan
the system. the problems, or the alternathes for the functioning of a democratic
government. Education, said Thomas Jefferson, is not all that is necessary, hut
it is essentially necessary?’
It would he ridiculous to claim that
will promere money applied to educa
duce the society capable of governing
itself. Other factors, such as the quality
and t%pe of education are also crucial.
But to paraphrase old Totn, money
is not all that is necessary, but it i- --

INVOLVEMENT SMALL
The fact mugt be granted that MUN on
this campus only involves some 30 to 40 people, with about 15 actually attending the conference in the spring. The fact, though, that
those 15 students will be representing SJS
before more than 100 other participating
colleges and universities must also be granted.
Last week, Student Council granted the
Inter-Collegiate Rifle Team $1,500 for this
year’s activities. Every year, the council
spends thousands of dollars supporting such
organizations as the band, and swimming.
tennis, track, baseball, and rifle teams. These
are all organizations which involve only a
comparatively small number of SJS students;
yet their diversified values are apparently
accepted.
FAB and Student Council should be urged
to seriously consider the wisdom of denying
support toand perhaps in effect killing.
an academically recognized organization such
MUN.

setitially necessary.

JIM GATES
Colorado Daily
Colorado University

Question Man
Who do you think will win the World
Series between thy Loa Angeles Dodger,:
and Minnesota Twins? HOW MIMS’
games will it take?
Jim Hawley, sophomore,
chemistry, Maynard

Terry lia.ne, senior, Insurance, Burlingame

I hope the Twins rio. It
is the first time they ha\ e
been in the series; the
Dodgers have been in it
many times before. Whoever wins, itIl go seven
games.

The Dodgers in 6 games.
I don’t think the Twins
will be able to hit their
pitching. The Dodgers will
win it with their speed and
fielding, also.

Barbara Row, sophomore
business education, Red
wood City

Bois *cheerier, senior, advertising, San ISlarino

Minnesota in six or seven. I hate the Dodgers because they beat the Giants;
I hope the Twins win.

The Dodgers in six
games. They have the best
pitching and they seem to
win most of their games
one way or the other.

Madeline Rondone, junior, English, San J0f4P

Larry Tartaglino, graduate, industrial management, Santis Cruz

It has to be the Dodgers.
I’m more familiar with
them than the Twins because I have seen them on
television. However, I think
they have the better team.
anyway.

I think the Dodgers will
win in five games. Koufax
ind Drysdale will be too
much for the Twins.

armIchnel, senior.
’Must Hal m n a g m r nt,
Grass alley
Minnesota in six. They
have much stronger hitting
and more power which will
make the difference.
4

1Stike Harding, graduate,
education, Westchester
The Dodgers will win in
five gamen. They have the
best pitching; Drysdale and
Koufax will be too tough
for them.
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Gets $2500
the Pound
Drama Gift
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To Sell

By PATRICIA MeCORM %UK
,
United Presa International
NEW YORK (UPI) --- You’ve
Iii.ard of abstract, op and pop
.irt?
Make way for "yes" art
paid for by the pound and giving buyers a chance to buy
for themselves the lickety split
way.
Patrons of "yes" art, you see.
o. ill get trading stamps as a
iionus.
Robert Cenedella, coordinating
producer and principal artist of
the nation’s first "yes" art
show, says "yes" art has been
called a freak out of nowhere,
going nowhere, staying as it has
to. in no place all by itself.
Ceneclella’s show, scheduled
for the Fitzgerald Gallery in
New York, will feature such

things as a 3x4 foot oil painting
of superman painted on a soup
can and --a painting signed by
an IBM machine.
Trading stamps get into the
act because Cenedella figures
it’s time to be frankly affirmative about the relationship of
art and commerce.
That’s another reason he wants
to sell some of the offerings
by the pound. People who are
suspicious of the prices paid for
art somehow won’t feel cheated
when charged by the pound.
"One of America’s great pop
artists, Claes Oldenburg, has
written and stated that he is
for the art of sat on bananas,.
" ’Yes’ art is also for the art
of sat on bananas, but Oldenburg was for reproducing sat
on bananas from other materials," Cenedella said.

William Pendergrast, graduate
student of drama, has been
awarded the Samuel S. Schubert
Foundation 1965-66 Playwright-
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20% off

All Oil Brushes:

Desk Lamp Kits:
Now: $9.T?
8.97

Rcg: $12.95
10.95

Table Lamps:
How

Reg: $19.95

$11.99

I WESTERN ART
MATERIALS
298-1557

1st

262 South

Play Audition

TV Star To Wed Production Man

The extra-extra-read -all-about -it cry of the newsboy is a
thing of the past.
The newest news on news is The New Student. The 8-page
tabloid goes on sale today ... 5 cents a copy ... at various newsstands on campus.
FOR THE NEEDY

Scenes from the modern British dramas, "A Taste of Honey,"
"Look Back In Anger," and
"Five-Finger Exercise," will be
presented tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
in the Studio Theatre, SD103.
Students from the practical
directing class are directing the
scenes as part of a laboratory.
Actors have been drawn from
the advanced and intermediate
acting classes.
Students and faculty are invited to attend.

Philip Whalen, one of the
most important poets involved
in the San Francisco Poetry
Upsurge of the 1950’s, will be
the second writer to be heard
on the San Francisco State College Poetry Center Fall Series.
Whalen will read on Tuesday,
8:15 p.m. at the Museum of Art
and on Oct. 14 at 1 p.m. in the
Gallery Lounge on the San
Francisco State College campus.
He has made readings of his
work throughout the country.
Among his writings are, "SelfPori rail from Another Direction," "Memoirs of an InterGlacial Age," "Like I Say," and
"Every Day Poems."
The Poetry Center will sponsor another reading Oct. 19.
Miss Lynn Lonider, whose poetry has appeared in numerous
reviews and has published a collection, "Partite," will present
poems at that time.
The San Francisco State Poetry Center is unique on the West
Coast allti one of the two leading centers in the nation. It is
directed by James Schevill, associate professor of English.

FREEPORT, Grand Bahama
(UPI) Jack Behringer, of the
Ishind House Restaurant here,
has seen the handwriting on
the Go Go wall. An early enthusiast of the frenetic fad,
Behringer feels it has been overdone and has replaced it with
native BahEunian music. What
was the "Go Go Lounge" is now
the "Casual Room," a change
which sparked a 20 per cent
business rise.

"The Good Soldier Schweik,"
the second film in the Classic
Film Series, is being shown at
3:30 and 7 p.m. today in TH55.
The film is open to the college community only. Admission
is free.
"The Good Soldier Schweik"
treats war in a satirical vein.

CAR BUYING
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI)
Purchases of new cars appear to
to be concentrated in the upper
income levels. According to a
University of Michigan study,
half of all new cars bought in
1963 were purchased by families
with incomes of $10,000 or over.
The report also showed that
young married couples with no
children purchase new cars most
frequently. Multiple car ownership is most frequent among
families aged 45 to 54, among
college graduates and among
families who live in suburbs.
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Reservations 738-2576

Every Mon., Tues.,
and Wed.
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TENTH ST. PHARMACY

10th and Santa Clara
Phone 295-9131
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Look For
Our Sign
HOLIDAY DRIVE-IN’S
Best Bargain on Campus
regular

Hamburgers
154
or 7 for 99c
Free 104 Coke with 7 Burgers
4th & San Fernando Sts.
(Across from Library)

.0

. Mid-heels
s Wedgies
vs yotr size

SPAGHETTI

AAAAA to
81/2 to 12

All you can eat

$9.95 to
$24.95

Driving to School Alone?

$1.00
charge oecountS
open thurs. MI 9

Free parking af Al’s & Earl’s
38 S. 3rd St.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara Street

SO L SAN ANTONIO CTI-30011
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W. C. LEAN JEWELERS--61 YEARS IN SAN JOSE
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You Can Cut Expenses
with Student Riders!
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Corner Washington & Murphy

Follow El Camino to Washington
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By Revlon
Six sheer, shimmering eyeshadow shades to torn eyes misty,
marvelous, larger-than-life! In Frosty blae, frosty brown,
frosty green, frosty lavender, frost smoke and frosty white.
B2.50 complete with Turry.purry’ little brush.

Rings as

HOLLY WOOD’S

No INAininiunn

Netv Surprise for Trush-Ore Eyes!
FROSTIEI) Trush-Ote Shadow

BURGERS

SPECIAL

9

. WHISKY A C 0-GO
No Cover

Prof on Leave
Dr. Harold Crain, professor of
drama, is on leave from SJS
this semester. Dr. Crain is teaching and directing "My Fair
Lady" at the University of Kansas.

autiful
oes for
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Congratulations to the students who have spent hours and
days putting the thing together. I know it’s rough work. I’m looking forward to reading today’s issue. The more voices on campus,
the merrier. The more that is said, the more to think about.
I welcome you ... The New Student on campus. Best of luck!
MORE NEWS NEWS
By the way, check out our new format on Page 2. I mean, ye
’ole Spartan Daily gets hip . . . And speaking of things like that,
I want to publish some poetry. Don’t knock it. I want to publish
YOUR poetry in Daily. Pleez submit your odes to me, S.C., in J208. HZ.

Students To Stage Classics To Show
Five British Dramas ’Soldier Schweik’
In Shidio Theatre

Falk currently is with the production company of "Trials of

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -- Film
and television star Patty Duke,
18, has announced plans to wed
production assistant Harry G.
Falk Jr., 32.
Miss Duke, who won an academy award for her portrayal
of Helen Keller as a child in
"The Miracle Worker," saki she
met Falk last year when he
worked as assistant director on
her TV series, "The Patty Duke
Show."

By SEZAN CSAWsii.xy
Fine Arta Editor

00-00 GONE

Last auditions for "The Dybbulc," a Jewish folk-play, will
be given tonight at 7:30 in Studio Theater, SD103.
The play is being directed by
Mordecai Gorelik, distinguished
New York stage designer, historian and directar.

SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
618.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
TASY PAYMFNT Pt AN

.--::-

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

1
1

ing Fellowship. He has received
a $2,500 grant.
Pendergrast’s fi rst play ,
"Pleasure Island," was read last
year at Northwest Drama Conference.
As part of his fellowship,
Pendergrast is currently working on a second full-length play.
His wife, Carol, a former SJS
student, has received a Rockefeller Foundation Grant in conjunction with the Guthrie Theatre of Minneapolis. The grant is
for 55,000.
Mrs. Pendergrast leaves Saturday for New York to study
for ten weeks. She is studying
under Kristia Linklater, well
known British voice instructor.
From New York she will go to
Guthrie Theatre to student teach.

Whalen To Read
’18 Poetry Tuesday
In S.F. Fall Series
_

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

Interstice
Co-editors Ira Meltzer and Phil Whitten say they believe SJS
NEEDS a student newspaper ... I heard a rumor that SJS NEEDS
a pyramid, too. (Private joke.)
But, "The New Student" is looking good. Posters scattered
here and there tell me that John Hansen, former Reed staff member, did an article for the publlcation on Bcb Dylan (we know
that’s what’s happening) and that Art Hoppe (I DIG him) of S.F.Chron-Our-Man-Fame will have a weekly syndicated column.
Gene Lokey, senior, speculates on being a monarch (If I were
King) and Larry Collins, assistant editor, has something to say on
frosh electiOILS.
Sounds good, boys.
CONGRATS

/0114

SPARTAN DATLYS

Wednesday, October 6, 1965
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First and San Fernando Streets Downtown San Jose
Thurslly Evenings ’til 9All Parking Lot Tickets s...I;Jated

Where do you find them?’ 1 he best and quickest
way is to use the Spartan Daily Cla.ssifieds,
naturally!
Rates start
Open Mon.-Fri.
10:30-3:30
as low
Room J -206
as $ I

SJS Graduate
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Greek Organizations
Play ’House Checkers’
The Greeks have been playing
checkers with houses.
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
house has relocated at the former Phi Mu sorority address,
235 S. 10th St. Phi Mu sorority
members have moved into the
Phi Sigma Kappa house, 234
S. llth St.
Kappa Kappa Gamma members moved into a new house at
360 S. llth St. last spring. so
the brothers of Sigma Alpha
Etksilon followed the pattern.
They are now quartered at
a new hou.se. 184 S. llth St.
As Kappa Kappa Gamma left

Assists on Flight
For Pope’s Return

with baggage and furniture in
hand, along came members of
Sigma Chi fraternity.
That’s right . . 211 S. 10th
St. is the new address of the
Sigma Chi fraternit y. They
moved into the old Kappa Kappa
Gamma house.
LONti-LASTINti
ATI F:NS, Ga. z UPI ) Fmzen
vegetables can be kept up to one
year without any quality breakdown if the storage temperature
is zem degrees or lower, according to the University of Georgia
extension service.

FALL SPECIAL!
D’Anna’s specializes in

high-styling
for campus coeds.
Complete Frostings $11.50
x

ort.
(Effertise
Shampoo & Sets .
$2.50 %vial this ad.

NEW SORORITY MEMBERGamma Phi Beta pledges Chrirtel
Simons (left) and Tomeline Borgman (right) pose with their new
housemother, Mrs. Jean Leubben (center), holding "Napoleon,"
her 2-year-old poodle. An afternoon reception today will be
held at the sorority house in honor of the "new sorority member,"
Mrs. Luebben.

IY Anna’s Beauty Salon
92 N. Ilawom Ave.
Ph. 292-92l2
II 1.1k. N af Ste%em Ereek
MOB.. 1 art.., Wed. Only; 9.5 p.m.

THREE QUESTIONS
TO ASK WHEN YOU
BUY INSURANCE

a
a
e

I. Will you share in the
profits of the company?

1

2. Will you have immediate
cash values?
3. Will you have professional
services available to assist
in your over-all financial
objectives?
Mutual Benefit policy
owners can say yes.
La rry

Write or call for information

MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE
715 North First Street
Suite 35
San Jose 297-2738
Peninsula 968-6816

Dan Hitchcock SJS ’59
Larry Nelson SJS ’62
Tom Fields SJS ’65

IT’S

Dormitory Residents
Accept Leadership Posts
Names of the new officers at
SJS’ residence halls were announced yesterday by various
householders.
Students at Hoover Hall, 325
S. Eighth St., elected Kathy
Moffett to serve as president
this semester. Other officers are
Linda Porte r, vice-president;
Heidi Pauer. secretary; Lauren
Davis, treasurer; Lucy Hoab,
Inter-Dorm Council (IDC) representative; and Mary Ann
Hardy. social chairman.
The officer roster at Royce
Hall. 355 S. Eighth St., includes
Beverly Bromley. president; Virginia Miles, vice-president; Carol
Kukuk, secretary; Isabelle Walkinshaw, treasurer; Jennifer
Ayers, IDC representative; and
Leslie Shapiro. social chairman.
AT WASHBURN HALL
Jane Nettleship takes over the
top executive post at Washburn
Hall. 385 S. Eighth St. Assisting her are Margaret Duggan,
first vice-president; Mary Nick-

erson, second vice-president;
Sharon L. Clark, secretary; Carolyn Henry, treasurer; Sandie
Plyler, IDC representative; and
Jane Van Brunt, social chairman.
Men of Allen Hall, 325 S.
10th St.. selected Gary Fong to
assume duties as president. Others voted into office were Tim
Fitzgerald, vice-president; Gary
Franson, secretary; Malcolm
Jones, 1DC representative; and
Tom Jones, treasurer; Alan
F’ritz, Eising social chairman.
LANE ELECTED
The 200 residents at Markham Hall, 355 S. 10th St., will
be led this term by Kenneth
Lane, president; Stephen Veil,
vice-president; Larry Jobbing,
secretary; Richard Carlson, treasurer; David Gibson, inter-dorm
council representative; and Patrick Moyer, social chairman.
Presiding over meetings at
Moulder Hall, 385 S. 10th St.,
will be president FA Overhouse.

Coed Group Installs Darlene Loran

PIZZA
HAVEN

Darlene LAMM V, t11 recently
elected president of Alpha
Lambda Delta, SJS honorary society for frethmen womrn.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

ko6ePto sTRKE

or ihr ne.1
PIZZA, CHICKS & FUN
PIZZA PEDDLER

Assisting Miss Loran this term
will be Patty Carman, vicepresident; Sue Souza, secretary;
Carol Hively, treasurer; Sheryl
Along’, historian; and Lynn Takata. chapter editor.
According to the new president, plans are being made for
the introduction and initiation of
new members. Qualified coeds
,\ ill be notified by mail.

ALL EMPLOYEES OF
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

.-Cparlan

Where many parents might
try to influence the choice of a
career for their sons, in the
case of Mrs. Jean Luebben, it
was Just the opposite.
Mrs. Luebben is the new
hou.semother at Gamma Phi
Beta sorority, 189 S. Ilth St.,
replacing Mrs. Margttret Corbin,
who retired last semester.
A reception to welcome Mrs.
Luebben as housmother will be
held today, 3-5 p.m., at the sorority house. Special guests will
include the various presidents
of SJS fraternal groups.
Mrs. Luebben, who is serving
as a housep,strent for her first
time, earned a certificate of
achievement last June white attending a workshop for housemothers at Colorado State College at Greeley.
Her eldest son, Tom, 20-yearold student at Colorado School
of Mines, first suggested that his
mother attend housemothers’
workshop. He also orientated her
with fraternity house manage-

Reau
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Pres. Clark Kerr of the University of California believes last
year’s riotous student demonstrations will not be repeated on the
Berkeley campus, according to UPI.
"Many factors last fall no longer exist," Kerr told University
of California students at Los Angeles in an unusual recent teleseminar from his El Cerrito home.
Factors given are: there is no national election this fall; there
is no intensely debated state proposition as 14; the civil rights
movement has cooled off; and the sit-down fad is not as strong.
President Kerr added rules of student political activity have been
liberalized.
The war of dog vs. flea may finally end in peace for our patient,
long-haired friends.
A new insecticide collar developed in part at Oregon State
University may not wipe out all fleas, but it should raise havoc with
the little critters, according to Dr. Robert L. Goulding, associate
professor of entomology.
The collar acts as a reservoir, from which the insecticide
escapes slowly into the dog’s furkilling fleas for about thre
months.
Hopefully "My dog has fleas" may become Just a musical

ment, since he is a member of
Alpha Tau Omega at school.
APPLICATION ANSWERED
Following a move to Saratoga
to make her home, Mrs. Luebben’s job application was answered by the SJS activities office fur immediate employment
at Gamma Phi tseta, where she
heads a staff of three housekeepers.
Of the 57 coeds living at the
sorority house, Mts. Luebben
conunented that she was "very
impressed with the members,
who are such charming and attractive girls."
She added, "Although my job
is really around -the-clock activity, I thoroughly enjoy the work
because I am interested in boys
and girls of college age.
MEAL-PLANNING
A salaried employee, Mrs.
Leubben says that one of her
main chores is planning a weekly menu for the girls. A resident
at the Gamma Phi house reports
that Mrs. Luebben has done
such a good job so far that many
of the girls are gaining weight
very quickly.
"That goes for Napoleon,too,"
laughed Mrs. Leubben. Napoleon is her 2-year-old black
poodle, who is nicknamed "Nappy."
’’Nappy certainly likes his new
home," Mrs. Luebben said, "who
wouldn’t with so much attention?"
"But I can’t say that I blame
him," she remarked, "I’m just
as thrilled with my lovely new
living quarters "

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates
Or

Rent To Own

tune-up.

Fifty men have been assigned a floor in a women’s dormitory
at the University of Washington, and mbced emotions have been
expressed over the arrangement.
The arrangement will end when housing problems become
eased with the completion of S. Towne Stephenson Residence Center.
Comments favorable to the arrangement include the fact that
"women students are more conscious of their appearance and men
students are aware of proper action and language.
"If this form of housing does nothing more than that, it will
have done a lot," said Mrs. Eva Hoffman, head resident of the
dormitory.
Lack of privacy is the major complaint against coed dorm living. It can cause confusion and embarrassment, too. It was reported
in the Daily Evergreen, campus publication, that a woman visitor
got on the wrong floor and made it aalf-way down the corridor
before realizing her error.
The coed has not been seen sincein that corridor that is.
A drinking fountain at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, recently
sprung a leak. So what?
Well, according to el mustang, (that’s right, lower ca.sel a
dzunp collection of credit cards, a driver’s license and an assortment
of other cards were found in it.
The soggy papers turned out to be part of the contents of a
wallet lost in 1962 by a secretary to the dean of the college. She
said someone took her wallet three years ago arid evidently shoved
the personal cards through the fountain’s side air vents after
removing the $16 in it.

BUSINESS MACHINES
ANO OFFICE EQUIPMENT

170 South Second
Phone 286-2610

New!

GLISSANDO
Illuminated
Lipstick

3

Plain Pizza (Extra cheese)

12"

1.95

Mild Sausage l’izza

12"

1.95

Hot Sausage l’izza

12"

1.95

Pepperoni Pizza

12"

1.95

(ACADEMIC AND NON ACADEMIC)

OPPORTUNITIES

3

Spaghetti

.70

Mushrooms (cup)

.25

If you do not belong to

Garlic Bread

.30

C.S.E.A.

Cold Cokes, 12 oz.

.20

Salad

.50

The Newest "CHICK" in Town
a

Supper fresh ... right out of our 200 degree mobile oven!
Call for an economical "Checkered Chick" di llll er tonight!

4

DINNER 4 big, plump pieces of fried chicken:
Breaded Potatoes and Fluttered Bun
1.1’)
CRATE The party pleaserpacked with 16
ready-to -eat pieces of golden fried chicken
3.75
an outstanding alue!

E-

295-3805

ACCOUNTANT AUDITOR I
PLANNER I
ENGINEER I

Because:

ASSISTANT CHEMIST

Separate shades in the stick

LIBRARIAN I

blend on your lips into a magi-

PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATOR
PUBLIC HEALTH MICROBIOLOGIST

descent highlights interplay with

With 100,000 members, it represents you best!
_t represents the total college community.
It maintains a staff of 60 college experts to
represent you in Sacramento.
It is backed by 38 years of experience.
It

introduced 51 bills in 1%4-14 are now law.
It provides a loan serviee, credit union, health
insurance and other benefits.
gives all its service at the lowest cost compared to other organizations.

To Become a Member of the
CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION

Delivery Hours: Stin.-Thurs., 4 p.m.-I2
Fri., Sat., 4 p.m.-2 a.tn.

RECREATION SUPERVISOR I
ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE

YOU SHOULD JOIN NOW!

It

Free Delivery and Take -Out

444 East William

All,s Diane Sutton, 1964 SJS
graduate, served as a stewardess
yesterday on Pope Paul’s return
flight to the Vatican. The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sutton
of Campbell, was assigned to the
press section.
She reported that the "must
memorable event" of the trip
was a private audience for flight
personnel conducted in the papal
compartment. The pontiff passed
out commemorative medals to
the crew.
"The Pope showed great vitality despite his arduous schedule
in New York." Miss Sutton said.
The Intercontinental Boeing 707,
which was specially decorated
with religious art, circled the
city to give the Pope a clear
view of the New York skyline
at night, she added.
Miss Sutton also explained
that the Pope broadcasted messages to President Lyndon Johnson and other world leaders during the celebrated trip.

Sorority Honors
New ’Mother’

SEE

Your Departmental Representative or phone
Pete Thompson ext. 2485. Cornelia Martini
ext. 2637, JIT/1 Stevenson ext. 221.4
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PUBLIC HEALTH SANITARIAN
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE

by DU BARRYA

cal meld of radiant color. Irishimmering shadows . . . to
make lips glow in the daylight,
glimmer in the dark. 6 incredibly beautiful shades

If you majored in on of these areas, we’d like to talk to you
about opportunities with the City of San Jose. Our representative
will be on campus, Tuesday, October 19, 1965. For appointment,
contact your Placement Office.

Nude,

Pink, Rose, Red, Coral, Sepia.
$2.50 plus tax

tZwuttrovls
MACY’
An Equal Opportunity Employer

10fh and William
CY 2-5502

5

All Aspects
Russia To Step-up Training
Of Conduct
on Warfare
Contested Of Instructions

Nude Hearing Test

Draft Physical "What a Farce"
of

ga

11.4%

I took my draft board physical
a rev, days ago. What a farce!
I was ordered to the bus stop
in front of the selective service
office at 6 a.m.
It took two girls two hours to
call roll. Then they wished me
luck as I boarded the bus. Luck in
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what? And anyway, luck I didn’t
need.
My sleep on the bus was jarred
by a threatening and rude voice
from a sergeant with a threatening face and rude body. Inside a
drab building I seated myself in
the lobby with 400 othei woold-he
soldiers. Finally I Iteatd,
R.F.1" whieh sel the tone of the
day.
I was given a handful of torne
then the directions began.
"Find the form entitled medical
examination! Notice there is a top
lialf and a bottom half to the
form!" Later, "These here pens
we give you have two positions!
The point in, and the point out!
When you put them back in the
little box at my command, I want
the pen.s all facing in the same
direction WITH THE POINT IN!
Do it right or you Call leave and
try it again tomorrow!"
I put it back, point in.

TEmemtATirttE?

wii:vr’s

11.14.

. . . Read line eight

Spolter Awaits
Interest Conflict
Committee Report
ASB Vice-President and Student
Council Chairrnan Jerry Spotter
said yesterday he expects the three
standing committees of the ASH
to report at today’s council meeting on the problem of conflict of
interest. Council will meet at 2:30
p.m. in the College Union.
Spolter referred the question to
the committees (Ctunpus Policy,
External Policy and Finance) at
last week’s council meeting, following ASB President John Hendricks’ challenge of three council
members’ right to vote on an issue in which they had an interest.
The issue was council’s favoring
of allocating $714.50 to the Model
United Nations (MUNI. The council members were sophomore representatives Vic Lee and Jim Lambrinos and senior representative
Dick Miner. All three are enrolled
In the MUN class.
Lee voted "yes;" Miner and
Lambrinos abstained. The motion
was carried by a 7-5-2 vote.

Open Tonight
Unfil 9 p.m.
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At station one the medic asked
if I had a temperature. I replied,
"I don’t think so." The main wrote
"98.6" in the appropriate box on
my form.
During the eye test I was told
lo read line eight. I couldn’t see
line eight so I read line three
without telling the examiner, who

p-omptly wrote 20-20 in the appropriate box.
Next stop WAS urinanalysis
where 200 of us waited patiently,
bottles in hand.
At the blood test station the
op Tato’. made a tiny needle feel
111.., th. %viol d
Zorro. Ile markiit
,itii lopriate box.
tit a dark room.
t
PVPIT
IhaIl

i

Right

luid

\..1.
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Leftist Clash:
Protest Treaty
TOKYO UPI
Leftist demonstrators protesting a treaty normalizing relations between Japan
and Korea clashed vvith police
yesterday in downtown Tokyo.
Thirteen of 1,500 parading students were arrested.
The demonstration began shortly after the government submitted
the treaty to Parliament for ratification,
Opposition Socialists announosi
in advance they would launch r
th,
itatiormide caintiakai
pact

4444.

11116107’
.

do it right!

"Yes!"
"Tsk Tsk!" He wrote "I -A"
the appropriate box, then looked
at me as though I’d never mak,
much of a soklier.
I could have told him that IN’
101V I went thmugh the physical.

Arab Group
To Pick Officers

Deadline Nearing
F or Wil son F e II o w s
Nominations of outstanding senior students planning teaching
careers are now being submitted
by SJS professors to the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship Foundation. Dr. Gerald Wheeler. assistant dean of graduate division.
said today.
The Wilson Foundation annually
awards fellowships to 1,000 prospective first -year graduate students, and honorable mention to
another 1,500 to attract men and
women to the profession of college teaching. The Foundation
primarily supports candidates in
the humanities and social sciences.
"We try to keep tabs on outstanding students, but it’s very

+.

NIP

by Isaties.
v..,... told to line up and face
the w.11. The entire length of the
tooin %%as consumed by bodies.
DROP TOUR SHORTS
"Ten -hut! Drop your shorts,
bend over!" Anywhere else we’d
have been arrested on charges that
would keep us out of the semice.
Fifteen seeing:Is passed. The doctor
who examined the 200 said,
"You’re all fine!" Another check
in the appropriate box.
We wete led directly to the
hearing tests. Why we had to be
nude for a hearing test, I don’t
know. When we were instructed
to sit on marble benches at the
count of three, it sounded like
applause.
Next was the "personal" interview. I said, "I have asthma and
I am sickly." The doctor said,
"That’s unfortunate. Is the asthma
had?"
I

SJS. ASB and San Jose city officials will meet in TH55 at 4 p.m.
tomorrow to discuss disciplinary
policies of the college. Wes Watkins, ASE1 attorney general, said
yesterday.
Under discussion will he student
caiduct and its relationship to
and the community. Representatives of the Alcohol Beverage C’otitrol, as WPI1 as SJS, ASii
and San Jose officials, will be
present to answer questions, Watkins added.
Watkins said, "Any and all aspects of student conduct" will be
covered at the meeting.
Chief Elmer Klein of the San
Jose Police Department will speak
on the policies of the Police Department, the Alcohol Beverage
Control, and the District Attorney’s office as they affect student
discipline.
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
will talk on the college’s policies
regarding student discipline.
Watkins said representatives
from all approved living centers
are requested to attend.

’rhe Arab-American club will
elect officers at its first meeting
tomorrow, according to Mohammad Adwan, president.
He said that all interested students are welcome to attend the
meeting in cafeteria A and B at
3:30 p.m.
The club seeks to promote
understanding and friendship between Arab anti non -Arab students, Adwan explained.
Last semester the Arab students
conducted an Arabic class attended by 15 non-Arab students.

leasy for some of them to go unI noticed," he said. The deadline for
professors to submit nominations
this year is Oct. 31.
Dr. Wheeler said that 31 names
were submitted by SJS professors
last year. The result was Honorable Mention awards for three
students.
Wilson Fellows are chosen from
about 11,000 candidates nominated
by college faculty members in the :*********************
U.S. and Canada.
SMART STUDENTS
Recipients may attend the school
SAYE
S
of their choice and receive a living
stipend of $2,000 for one year of
graduate school (plus additional
a
allowances for dependents and tui- it
tion and fees).
:
Dr. Wheeler explained that It *
a
is the professors who do the actual *
*
nominating but that "it is normal it
and desirable for a student to *
*
let them know that he wants to :
go on to graduate school and is a
interested in the Wilson Fellow- *
it If you earned a "B" average in
* your SPRING SEMESTER you will
ship."
*
According to Dr. Wheeler, about * receive an EXTRA 20%, discount
25%, of the nominees are inter- *
* or savings of $50-$150 on CAR
viewed by the Foundation repre- *
* INSURANCE.
sentatives in January and approximately half of those interviewed *
*
STATE FARM INSURANCE
are granted fellowships.
*
Qn ,ta 2 ca., compact c, and
,
thscounts.
Notification of avvards and hon- *
PAUL J. SCOLA
orable mention will be sent out by la
* OFF 37B 4173
RES. 266.5901
v.ireh 15, 1966

Whitney Halteman
To Speak Tonight
Whitney A. Ilalleman. general
manager of the Santa Clara County Employee Association will speak
tonight at 7 at the Industrial Relations Club meeting, held at the
Garden City Hofbrau, 51 S. Market St.
Various activities of the club
include field trips to local industry
and the Santa Clara Rehabilitation Center, car washes, banquets.
golf tourneys, and flea market
sales.
Speakers to appear are, Harold
S. Rosen, personnel director of
Santa Clara County, on Oct. 20.
and Edgar Jackson, president,
Utility Workers Union (AFL-C10)
local 2511 on Nov. 3.
Membership in the Industrial
Relations Club offers students social contact with professional
people in the field. formal lectures
and discussions by business leaders
’n the area, and social contacts
with students in the field.

LONDON UPI 111.11S341 is stepping up the training in Moscovv of
Latin Americans, including instructions in guerrilla tactics.
This year’s student laxly at
Lumumba University in Mosccav
includes a large proportion of students from 1.-atin America. The
rest come from Africa. Southeast
Asia and the Middle East. But the
Latin Ameriean contingent is the
largest
The inir.ske int,,lo of Latin
by the
t kat
"new dawn" ttf 1.1te
the
eine
canapaign throughout
tingent.
Their training includes instruction in stirring and leading revolutions against existing regimes
through propaganda, SUbversion
and reportedly also through the
ttse of force. The move coincides

with efforts now under way for
Communist incursions into Latin
America which. after Africa, is
considered also by Peking most
ripe for sweeping revolution.
Behind the stepped up effort
emerges the mounting rivalry between Russia and Red China for
leadership of the unaligned countries, with Moscow showing signs
of growing restieness over Peking’s spreading influence.
The desire to liltAt 4140 1.2111211
AlflefiCit Mull. forcefully than hitherto and int a IlliPre organized basis
has prompted the Afro-Asian Peoples’ Solidarity Organization to
arrange an Afro-Asian -Latin
American conference in Havana
early in the new year.
A preliminary meeting took
place in Cairo last month to begin planning for the projected
Havana conference next January’.
_

DON’T
fight it.

Get Eaton’s Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don’t show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton’s Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100 -sheet packets and 50U sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

E

EATON’S CORRASAERA
TYPEWRITER PAPER

Only Eaton makes Corrasable
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACIAUSFTTS
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- YES ALL AIRLINES
HAVE A CRITICAL
RESERVATION SHORTAGE
If you are planning to fly anywhere from
DECEMBER 8th TO JANUARY 6th
Books Are Open
RESERVE NOW - PAY LATER

GREAT GOI NG ...for campus or business!

Jet Tourist
nr,e Way

$145.10
$290.20
Philadelphia
141.40 ... 282.80
Washington, D.C.
137.25
274.50
Boston
152.25
304.50
Chicago
105.45
210.90
Miami-Tampa
Excursion
New Yeri

ick

16tith
to
ht,
edde,
)ia.

Walk in limy for
Ilufbratt Style Food - Moderate Prices
Roast Eastern Beef
Virginia Baked Ham
kosher Style Corned Beef .
Roast Toni Turkey
...............
Chicago Style Pastrami
Roant Turkey Leg

Round Trip
Group Rate

Round Trip

$217.65
217.65
233.00

.

249.50
168.72

240.00

"All prices phis U. S. Gov’t. Tax"

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
. 1.50
1.45

Similar Rates to All Parts of the Country and Europe.

We have block space via TWA and A.A.L. Jets
departing December 18. a.m. Return any day.
SPACE 1,1111TED

- COMBINATION PLATES -

Any 2 meats

$1.75

Any 3 meats

Slah of nutty Swiss cheese

$2.00

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED.

.35

orders include choice of Baripectied Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Rutter

Visit the Gaslite for Fun. Banque+ Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing. Rooms from $85 Per Month.
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Located in the Sainte Claire Hotel

GRODINS TRADITIONAL
MANY-WAYS WARDROBE
only 10.00 a month

CY 5-2626

cDON

DAVIS

297-8000

aig-odeFewei cemice
223 So. First St.

San Jose

For the young man on the move ... a chance to move into great savings on the bestlooking natural shoulder wardrobe anywhere! All the quality clothes you need for
campus or weekend dating in one perfectly co-ordiaated package:
Value
$ 72.50
39.50
23.50
23.50
Total Value $159.00
Rams Head Special Wardrobe Price 129.00
YOU SAVE S 30 00

YOUR CHOICE of any fine Sharkskin or Worsted SUIT at
YOUR CHOICE of any Shetland SPORT COAT or BLAZER at
YOUR CHOICE of any two pairs of fine Worsted Plain Front Slacks . .

"GR-ODINS

the store that knows mens wardrobes best
VALLEY FAIR - SHOP MON. THROUGH FRI. ’TIL 9:30 P.M.

SAN ANTONIO CENTER - SHOP MON., WED., THURS., FRI. ’TIL 9:30 P.M.

wedm...sdiv Goober 6. 1965
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Boater’s Defense
Meets Top Offense

Drysdale vs. Grant

Los Angeles 7-5 Favorite
In World Series Today
The Los Angeles Dodgers are
7-5 favorites to win the first game
of the World Series today against
the Minnesota Twins.
Los Angeles will rest its hopes
on Don Drysdale I23 -12i as the
weak-hitting Southern Californian.s
play the first game of the series
in the Twin’s hall-park.
Minnesota will counter with
fast -balling Jim Grant (21-71.
Television time for the first contest will be 11.45 a.m. on channel
4.
The ;second game will also be
played in Minneapolis -St. Paul and
then the third, fourth, and fifth
(if needed) will be contested in
Dodges Stadium. If a sixth or
sevent6 game is necessary, the two
league ;champions will travel back

to Minnesota to finish the series.
Los Angeles was last in the
World Series in 1963 when it swept
four straight games from the thenpowerful New York Yankees.
The Twins have never been in a
series.
Led by such home-run hitter,
as Harmon Killebrew, Jimmy Hall.
Rob Allison, and Don Mincher, the
Twins figure to be far powerful
compared to the Dodgers whereas
L.A. banks its hopes on the pitching of 26-game winner Sandy Koufax. Drysdale, and Claude Osteen.
Grant has never pitched against
the Dodgers. Neither has Drysdale against the Twins but Don
has the advantage of World Series
experience. The 29-year old righthander defeated the Chicago White

6 REASONS TO
FLY HOME ON PSA
Igs!!!
1 Mom’s iae

4. Money

2 Mor,..y

),) and shut out the
Sox in
Yankees in ’63. ’This will be
Grant’s first World Series game.
Los Angeles is an 11-10 favorite
to win its third World Series on
the West Coast since moving from
13oroldn

Double -Forfeits
Mar Independents
Two double-forfeits reduced the
number of undefeated, untied independent football teams to five
Monday.
The forfeits involved Red Horde
and Sig Eps No. 2 of the "A"
league, and Chi Pi Sigma and
Moulder Hall of the "B’s.’’ All
four squads were guilty of using
players whose names are not on
intramural rosters.
Red Horde, Chi Pi Sigma and
Moulder Hall held 1-0 records gowhile Sig
ing
Eps No. 2 was 0-1.
In other "A" battles, Blue Flame
edged DU No. 2 8-6, Saces rambled over Markham Hall 32-6 and
Me and Them routed K.C. All Stars 41-0.
Quarterback Stan Pavley turned
in a sensational performance in
the latter game. hitting on six
touchdown passes, the longest ot
which was 60 yards.
Whiskey A Go-Go and Allen
Hall continued to pace the "B"
division. The discoutheque contingent knocked off Toad Hall 13-0,
while the Allen Haulers topped
the Matadors 12-0.
Air Force ROTC, which drek
bye last week, scored their
win, 6-0, at the expense of II
Newman Knights.

into the contests,

3 A prl

5. Clean sh rtS

By BOB REED
The SJS soccer sqttad’s vaunted
defense will be put to the supreme
test Friday when it clashes with
the University of British Columbia’s wide-open scming attack in
the Elks’ Soccer Bowl game at
8 p.m. in Spartan Stadium.
The Thunderbirds play an English-style game, utilizing attacking
halfbacks, long passes and emphasizing the offense.
One of the top players in North
America, Jim Berry, is captain
of the British Columbia team. The
5’7" 165 pound fullback was a
forward on the Canadian all-star
eleven which played the powerful
Nottingham Forest club from England last year.
REY MAN
Berry is fast, versatile, and definitely a key man to watch in the
Elks’ contest.
Veterans Harry Lendvoy, Ash
Valdal and Dick Mosher form the
nucleus of the offensive line, and
are all dangerous scoring tiuvats.
The Thunderbirds, who seem to
take pleasure in knocking off toprated U.S. teams every year, beat
Cal 4-2 in 1964, and came back
later in the season to down a

6. Money

$17.78 to San Diego
$11.43 to Los Angeles
Super Electra Jets
Why wait? Now you can go home anytime you feel
hungry, lonesome, dirty or broke. Lowest air fares.
Most flights daily. Best on time record. Now
727 Fan Jets $13.50 to Los Angeles. $19.85 to
. San Diego.

IT’S A BIRD, IT’S A PLANENo, it’s Steve Locci, starting center
forward on the Spartan soccer squad, affight after heading a
ball (upper right) into the goal.

WAREHOUSE’S
flap

SAN FRANCISCO 761.0818 OAKLAND, 835 2555
LOS ANGELES 776 0125
HOLLYWOOD BURBANK 787.4750, 246-8437
SAN DIEGO 298 46110 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT

II

r

ThorsdaN Night: 8-9:39

10c BEER

NEBRASKA NO. I
According to UPI, Nebraska
rated the No. 1 team in the
tion in the major college divki.,
Texas is ranked second behind
Cornhuskers. Both squad, me ill
defeated.

rAc,f1C SOUTI-IVVLST

Dance to the Music of
Terry and thr Pirates
_

scrOCrroCerdr..ell

THE WAREHOUSE
t

FREE
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Ski Sweater

Water Dogs Take Breather
Test Pomona Friday Night
elected captain of the varsity
After twu big weekends in sucIwas
cession, the Spartan water dogs and Bob Laster and Bob Liken)
on the freshman squad
take somewhat of a breather this co-captains
facing Pomona College
Friday night in the Spartan pool
Two weeks ago, the Spartan
poloists smashed UOP on Friday
night before losing to the rugged
Olympic Club of San Francisco
Saturday. Last weekend was the
same story: after clobbering Fres- S
no State in a laugher Friday,
Lee Walton’s squad lost to USC
Experienced skiers interested in
Saturday.
Last year the Spartans whipped forming an intercollegiate skiing
Pomona 20-7, although the South- team at SJS should attend a meetlanders went on to a respectable ing tonight at 7 in MG 201, acsecond place finish in the Southern cording to Bob Titchenal, physical
education professor who would be
California League.
The freshman squad faces strong team coach.
Skiers should have previous racCollege of San Mateo in a preliminary to Friday’s varsity en- ing competition experience if they
wish
to join the club, according
cotirireF
CSM came within three goals to Titchenal. "This is not a ski
Foothill JC two club, but a ski team," he emof
lweeks ago and has a top one-tvro phasized.
Helping Titchenal with the
combination in Larry Moblad and
if there is a
coaching duties
1Wayne Lear.
In team elections, Don Moore large enough response tonight to
form a team --will be Hartl Meller,
a native Austrian who is one of
the top skiers on the West Coast.
Metter, who has worked with
Olympic skiers in the past, will
teach the racing end of the team,
while Titchenal will handle the
organizational and sc hedu ling
duties.

weekend,

Conte to the

Barns & Noble
Littlefield
Cliff’s Notes
Barrons
Study Master
Basic Facts

GRAND OPENING SALE

DRYSDALE PINCH-IIITTER
Don Drysdale, today’s starting
pitcher for the Los Angeles Dodgers in the World Series against the
Minnesota Twins, is generally
considered the best pinch-hitter
on the squad.
Dodger manager Walt Alston
never hesitated to use the towering right-hander when the opportunity arose. Drysdale has the
highest batting average on the
ream.

English
teatherv

II .P(1111.84(1). Ihrir Swirl rim

FREEMAN’S

Team Needs
Experienced
Racers

all-conquering

MOUNDS OF STUDY
AIDS ARRIVING DAILY
Monarch
Hymurx
Vis-Ed
Schai;ms
20th Century
Data Guide

NCISC all-star team by the samc
count.
Overall, they hold a 9-1-3 record
against American competition.
WEIGHT DIsADVANTAGE
The local squad must also face
a distinct weight disadvantage.
The Thunderbirds weigh an average of 15 pounds per man more
than the SJS crew.
Spartan ooach Julie Menendez’
woes do not end with the British
Columbia team, as injuries to key
players in Saturday’s tie with USF
may hurt his crew’s chances for
an upset.
Halfbacks Mani Gonzales and
Hercules Mihelts, both standouts
on defense, are nursing sore
ankles. Menendez expects Gonzales
to be ready by the time Friday
rolls around, but Mihelis is still
a question mark.
Should the 155 pound senior be
unable to play, Bert Manriquez,
who came off the bench to turn
in an excellent effort against USF,
will start in his place.
Also doubtful is forward Ernest
Kwansa, star of the Spartans’
opening game conquest of Chico
State, who 11;1, recurring kne
trouble.

’14)%11 and Countr \Maw,

PRE -SEASON SKI EQUIPMENT
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Parkas, Pants, !mported Sweaters
Famous Names: White, Stag, Roffee, Macgregor, Jantzen,

.

Ski Boots
Henke, Rogg, Kastinger

ur ro

1/3 off

tother
Iwo."

,01/05F

LOTION

.. 1/3 off

%

after shave...
after shower
offer hours . . the Au.-PuRPosq.
SIErN’S LOTION
$2.00 13.50 64.60 plus tes

FREEMAN’S SPORTS CENTER
Flow
441

Store-840 Town & Country Village
Winchefer

Cali 244-7300
()ppm 11110

9

m.

Wed rti

OPEN UNTIL 9 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs.
Plenty of Parking

BOOK
06ePt4 STORE
On Tenth Across
II OW Men’s Dorm

artus.9 tem]
CLOTHIER FOR MEN
36 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS
294-5157

Aerial-Minded Spartababes
Face S.F. State Saturday
in Season’s First Contest
A pass-happy frosh football
squad, led by quarterback Russ
Munson, will open its season
Thursday afternoon in Spartan
Stadium against the San Franeisco State junior varsity.
Game time is 2:30 p.m.
"Munson is as good a frosh
quarterback that we’ve had for
a long time," remarked freshman
roach John Webb.
"He’s been throwing the ball
well against the varsity in practice and is very poised," added
Webb.
Munson’s targets will be split
end Dave Harris, tight end Eldon
Milholland, and either one of two
flankers, Dave Mercer or Gary
Simoni.
"San Francisco State is usually
good. They’ve had 36 more practices than us." said Webb.
The Spat t habes have lost four

Over the HOLIDAYS

RTAV DAM:P-7

Sacramento Meet:
Harriers’ Big Test

players due to injuries and now
have 20 squad members. Among
these, Larry Casey was in an automobile accident, Gerald MacDonald had a recurrence of an old
injury, and Bob Grover of BeIlarmine Prep has a lung infection.
Webb did not mention the fourth
player no longer on the squad.
"We have quite an offense,"
commented Webb. "The boys will
use a little of Idaho, Utah State
and Brigham Young plays for the
San Francisco State game."
The frosh has been practicing
with the variity every day and
has been running through the
varsity’s opponents’ offense and
defense.
Webb is still looking over prospects with high school experience
who want to play frosh ball. The
squad has a fall seven -game schedule

LET US RESERVE AIR AND HOTEL NOW!

A Ina",

tWaine-t.rlav

A "must win" is the category
in which Spartan cross-country
coach Mery Smith has placed Saturday’s Sacramento State Invitational.
"If we have any hopes of going
to the NCAA championships this
year, we’d better win this one,"
Smith explained.
At Sacramento the Spartans
will face California and Stanford,
along with other Northern California schools and several Oregon

BOBBY TRUJILLO carries ball in Utah State
game last Saturday night as the Aggies’ Mary

- photo by EIJI Leonard
Kendrick (23) and MacArthur Lane (36) pursue
play. Spartan approaching is Sam Moore (65).

_ Bruised Spartan Gridders
Prepare for BYU Game
Ouch!
This was tlie sound aS the SJS
gridders worked out Monday.
Utah State gave them these
painful bruises last Saturday, but
the Spartans are attempting to
bounce back to give Brigham

Young a battle Friday night ini ides. our hays made it a game za.-[
Provo.
were really in there."
Signal-caller Ken Berry underBesides Cox on offense, he alsc
":86 6%,‘,,, WILLOW
went X-rays Monday and does thought that Harry Kellogg played
it211 GLEN
not have a cracked rib, as first a fine gatne at encl. He caught one
TRAVEL
feared. Coach Harry Anderson pass for a touchdown that was
Phone 298-0136 1275 Lincoln, Son Jose
I
AGENCY
says that Berry is sore, but will called back because of a penalty.
sec action against BYU.
Defensive tackles Mike Chrisanial I= MI
=I =I MN NM
SIM MN I= NMI MI NM I= II
Linebacker Steve A r no 1 d is tensen and Mike Spitzer, and end
iabtfal fee action in Provo, due Martin Baccaglio were also mentioned for their performance.
I .t a pulled neck muscle.
Flanker Steve Cox, who An"Our pass defense was poor and
. 1,N011 singled out as a top per- we will have to improve against
. .0 !tier offenskely for the Spar- BYU," said Anderson. The Catlett.
. ats in Saturday night’s 35-8 de - have an outstanding quarterback
but will play in Virgil Carter who has thrown
Ift -at, has a hip
k’riday.
seven touchdown passes in three
Iwont Berry, a tackle on both games this season and a speedy
ffense and defense, is another split end named Phil Odle who has
WITH THIS AD: 3 pizzas for the price of 2.
? .p-idder sore from the USU con- been on the receiving end of fi
Demonstrate for a real cause.
111 test. A painful knee injury kept of Carter’s TD aerials.
I him from Monday’s practice.
Defensive backfield coach Jolt!,
1,,in the "Free Pizza Moverrient" (FPM) M the
Defensive end Mel Tom has an Webb said that "We showed ow
Hinkle sprain, but will not let it inexperience in our secondary in
keep him from performing this the first half. But after viewing !
,ekend.
the game films, I think vve finally I
?
Concerning the Utah State game, have developed some good halfPhone: 286-9710
8th & Santa Clara Sts.
II Anderson thought "that after be- backs."
John Rhodes, Jim McGuire, and
im gm
ium
ing behind 28-0 in only 16 min ISM NMI UM 1=1
NMI En OEN
Rich Gaul were mentioned for good
second half jobs.
In viewing movies of BYU, Anderson says the Cougars don’t
have the break -away speed that
Utah State has, but their passing
Mack makes up for this.
In the Spartans’ first three
games they have been faced with
handling a speedy halfback. At
Stanford it was Bob Blunt; in ,
Idaho it was Ray McDonald: and
of COUrSC Utah State’s was Roy
Shivers.
No Service Charge
Personalized
attention to all
reservations

SPARTANS! FREE PIZZA!
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6 ONLY
4 p.m. 2 a.m.

COLLEGE BOWL

2 NIGHTS ONLY

THIS COMING FRI. & SAT. OCTOBER 8 AND 9
PHIL WILSON

"Gone With the Wave"
The Complete Surfing Film

ants. Two hundred runners
are expected to compete.
The coach has been very pleased
with his team’s developtnent over _
the season. especially in a smashing conquest of Cal State at Hayward and Sacramento State last
Saturday.
"We expected to win that meet,
but I was very happy with individual performances. As a team,
we improved upon our total team
time over the lirst mile," Smith,
cont inued.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 NIGHTS A WEEK
FEATURING:

mcaROos

X

41
--411

The Shadygrove Singers
Wed., Fri. and Sun.
The Cal IV Thurs. and Sat.
Jazz with vocalist
Jim Lewis Mon.

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
starts at 9 p.m.

0

A

218 WILLOW ST.
CY 4-4009
San

Jose Poont

Largest Selection

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES
Decca Dry

Zippatone

Chart-Pak
4
4P.

POSITION

PRESS

PEEL

TRANS-PAK
Die-Cut Drafting Symbols
FOR GRAPHS, CHARTS, PRINTED CIRCUIT MASTERS
Fast, accurate, distortion -free. Just position, press and
peel. Hundreds of pressure-sensttive symbols for
graphs, PERT charts, maps, printed circuit masters.
In solid, tranSparent and fluorescent colorS.Perfect for
dam reproduction.
Largest Selection of Art Supplies
Since 1916

fi - tj1112 S. 2nd St.
Next Door Parking

LTH[11
Valley Fa’r Center
Open Nays

Tlsis is one of
Arrow’s 449 different
button-down sport shirts.
Be choosy.
Of course, you might very
well want this one. An
Arrow Cum Laude American.
made madras of 100%
cotton. (Colors bleed after
first washing.) Has a full
button-down collar and a
back collar button. Shoulder
to waist taper and neat box
pleat. Handy hanger loop,
too. "Sanforized", of course.
$5.95. Plenty more where
this came from. Plenty.
Bold New Breed by
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It’s finally herea full length, full color feature. from the
the Western World. Including-greatest surfing spots
skateboarding and sandhill surfing.
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SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
8 p.m.

Admission $1.50
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Wortnesday, Cletoher 6. 1965

FSM Speaker Set
delettse alt..Iney Malcolm
Burnstein will speak on "Some
important Aspects of the FSM
Trial," tomorrow at 7:30 p.m., at
the Nesvman Center, 79 S. 5th St.
Burnstein received his BA from
UCLA and his law degree from
Bolt Hall at the University of California in 1958.
He worked on the California

Supreme Court for one year and
spent two years in Europe on fellowships. He is legal advisor for
CORE and has been active in cisil
rights work.
Burnstein is presently working
on the appeals for the sentenced
FSM participants.
The SJS HiIlel Foundation will
sponsor the talk.

ISHAPE UP!

Spartaguide
Theta signsa Phi, 5:30 p.m.,
J208. regular meeting.
Home ECOOOMiCti Chafie1r, 7
p.m., Ernoo. regular meeting,
guest speaker, Dr. Gene R. Medinnus, associate professor of psycology, will speak on the "Development of Tolerance in Children."
Kemper Fidelis Society, 7:30
p.m., 280 N. 13th St., Apt. No. 2,
regular meeting.
English Honor Society, lEpsilon
Elia Sigmai, 3 p.m., Home Ecl,
first meeting of the year, election
of new officers, refreshments will
be served.
Spartan Chl, 6:30 p.m., Home
Ec 2, business meeting.
Le errele Francais, 3:30 p.m.,
ED210, regular meeting.
Senior Key Hoard Interviews,
3:30 p.m., AWS lounge, last day

SUNDAY
10 - 5

MOUNTAIN VIEW
1799 Fl (AMINO
BI IY L TRADF
GUNS and
dr?

San Jose Health Club
9th & Santa Clara

Call 295-9910

AMMUNITION
22 -CAL RIFLES
CARBINE .30 CAL.
(FP.ENCH 7.5 MASI

16.99
1499

Spartan Daily Classifieds
1 BDR.to

m, $75. furn. or unfurn ROOMS $35 Mo. Share. Kit. & Lvorm.
Pool. Near shop. 3040
505 S. 7th. 193-9405.
’ GIRLS UNAPPD. ROOM. Kii. priv. 1/2
TEXTBOOK DESPERATELY NEEDED.
.p.
10 meals. $2n
-mu/ $35 rno. 104 S. 13Ih St.. DLX. STUDIO APT. -$75 mo. 659 S.
MI.
Deaver aft. 6.
AuTomOTivE 12)
I OWN ROOM $30.-Share 3 bdrrn. Art
FOUND C6)
-1.0ST
AND
’56 CHEVY. 6. Stk. Needs body work 1,
;29
512S
-.Her. Stan. 298-2748.
rrni
green stone. Senti
X STUDIO APT 11. rno. 659 S. 9th. LOST- r,
’59 KARMANN GHIA COUPE. 5750
mental value Reward. Darla. 258-4568.
bes’
292 1512.
LOST-Iliown purse wzval. papers. VicIn
6-50 CC TRIUMPH. 1964. Like now. $825. UNAPPD. APT. 3 or 4 persons. $40 ea. it; of P.E, Dept. Reward. 297-2534.
294 8838.
o96 S. I 1th.
298
__
SERVICES 18)
’63 HONDA. 150 CC. Exc. cond. $35C GIRLS ROOM & OR BOARD. 3 kali,.
292-7377.
282 S. lOth
RENT A T.V.-$10
Esche’s 251.2598.
VESPA 125. 1964. Extra:. Low mileage.
-TYPING --all kinds, reasonable.
VARSITY RENTAL SERVICE. 1 bdrm. $60 EXPERT
Best offer. 264.2225. Eves.
min. 1 or 2 student,. 576 S. Sth, San Jose. Phone 294.3772. 9-6.
TYPING SERVICE - East San Jose.
HONDA 250. Dream. Must sell. Make Call 293-1445.
offer. Phone 294-9194.
258.4335.
.200M, BOARD & SALARY FOR GIRL. AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS-.
’64 VW. Exc. cond. Will sell to
in
nursery
schonl
r.r. Chol Bai1ei. 286-5386. 449 W. San
handsome bidder. 294-7743. Sammy.
D883.
Carlos,
’64 CHEV. IMPALA. S.S. Convert. 300
hp. 4 sod $2050 325-0238.
MALE STUDENTS. Rm. w/kit. priv. Util- SEWING & ALTER. Quick & neat. ReaLI ensrls furn. 655 S. 61h. 295- son. prices. 69 S. 10th. 298-4588. Walk.
’64 GHIA. Low mileage. W/W t..
..
dist- from
Ri-t
A50 Phone 2Si-2896 after
Pnr paie. Spell., etc.
ICHLER
HOME.
Willow
Glen.
4
br.
’57 NORTON. S19. 600 cc. good cond
r ;1’ ri, 7(2 2346.
I
- $225 or sell $23,950. San Jo,
.-, or dirt. $395. 297.1121,
1
. 2730 or 426-2040.
TRANSPORTATioN 191
’64 TR4 8’, RH. $2000 cash or trade for
SGL. ROOMS. $30 & up. Kit., priv. Sun,..tbd. 286-8892.
.
Pe . rm. T.V. Barbecue. Patio. Lime CO-ED NEEDS RIDE FROM SUNNY65 PARILLA SCRAMBLER. 125 cc. 11’
... 621 S. 6th. 292-1895 or 295-5666. VALE DAILY. To SJS for 8:30 classes.
SS40 new. Must sell. A steal
RM. & BD. E.-. iood. $76 rno. No cur- 245 5909.
ler at 297.9989.
.
RIDE NEEDED FROM LOS ALTOS FOR
1J 11-, 293-4275.
’61 HILLMAN MINX. Conv. Auto. E.
4MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share DAILY CLASSES. 941-1625.
-I Call 292-3460 after 2.
..-sppd. 2 bdrm. apt. w/2 others. Close RIDE NEEDED TO AND FROM MIL’62 BUICK SPEC. Conv. R/H. P.S.. P B
PITAS. Class 11-3:30 daily. 262-5483.
SJS. 415 S. Elth #3. 295-1548.
’
. Call 192-3460 after 2.
’.1NAPPD. APT. 2 bdrm. $140 mo. 545 S. CAR POOL. Tn’from Monterey M&W.
TR4. ’64. Red R/H. AM -FM. Lug
tor 9.10 or 10.30 classes. Lv. 4:45. 372Low mil. $2150. 793.3( -it
/636.
(ft E.,.
FURN. STUDIO APT. 42 S. 8111. 5/0 per
’64 GARELLI. 2 cycle 98 ’cc. Exc.
t
I
298
i429
afmr
4
o
$2on 295 1678,
To place an ed:
ROOM FOR STUDIOUS GIRI , Phone
Call et
Classified Adv. Office -J206
GUITAR-Correlli. Resew- 3 Spr,, SGL ROOM N kit. priv. For mature
Daily
Hard shell case. $200. 293.1187.
Bldg. 43 S. 5th. 295-7220.
10:30-3:30
ST. BERNARD PUP. Male. Full breed
MEN A In r
rrn. or sernipriv. w/1,0
$150. Theta Xi. 294.6294. 397 S. Ilth
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
r,2 S. I(
291.1506. 9-1:30.
cash or check. Make check out to
SKIN DIVING WET SUIT. W Wts. L
nnw. $50. 297.4541.
QUIET UPSTAIRS RM. W t tiv. $3; Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
STANDARD SMITH TYPEWRITER. $15.
Men’s Schwinn bike $20. Fluor. lamp. 55.
297-6079.
CLASSIFIED RATES
’65 FENDER GUITAR. Due.sonic. g,7c
To buy, sell, rent or
cond. W/case. $150. Rrn. 202. Markhan
announce a nyth ing,
Minimum
Hall.
Two lines One time Three times Five times
just fill out and clip
TAPE RECORDER. Akai. (Roberts 77C
One
time 50c a line 25c a One 20c a line
Rec’ply 3 spd. mono & 4TR Stemthis ha ndy order
2 lines
$1.00
$1.50
$2.00
Wiamps. $225 less speakers. Al Forbcs.
blank.
61,6 S 51k. 293-5909.
3 lines
1.50
2.25
3.00
4 lines
2.00
3.00
4.00
HELP wANTE0 141
Send to: Spartan
5 lines
2.50
3.75
5.00
t, Thnla
HASHER WANTED:
Daily C LASS’ F1EDS,
Add this
"’" , 294.6294. 197 S. Ilth.
P
1206, San lose State
amount for
GOOD LEAD GUITARIST WANTED.
.50
.75
1.00
each addl.
College. San lose 14,
For R ’R group. 166.6702 after 6 Pm
tional line
Calif.
PART TIME HELP NEEDED TO REPLACE SUMMER VACANCIES. $67 5C,
Print your ad here:
per wk. Comm. Aoply Rm. I, 510 P -r -t
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces tor Each Line)
Ave. W or F. 7 p.m.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
HOUSING (St
0 Announcements (1)
MEN. Roorns, iitrken privileges. Single.
0 Automotive (2)
dnuble. Phone 295-5305.
ID For Sale (3)
ROOM $30 mn. I/2 blk. frnm SJS. Kit.,
0 Help Wanted (4)
ivorm. & shower. Clean. 292-1127.
ID Housing (5)
Student,.
mdrn.
Girls
APT.
[’Lost and Found (6)
rEORM.
126. Also 3 bedrm. Apt. 5130. 1/2 blk.
0 Personals (7)
JS. Spartan Manor 292-1327.
Services (8)
ANN DARLING AFTS.--$85 & up. 1-2
Transportation (9)
bedrms. Furn. & unfurn. Drps. & Cots.
Washing fac. 6 heated pools. Near shopping center. Wtr/gbg. paid. 33rd 8.
Name
Address_
Phone__
Merburg Way. 298.0654.
DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE. Disct.
Coll Ned Burroughs al 297.9957.
Run Ad
01
days)
Enclose $
(No
ONE LEFY. 2 bedrm. furn. apt. nr. compel. 523 E. Reed St. 294-2698.
Starting Date
GUARANTEED Bfet Food in town. Rm.
Bd. Men. $90, 102 S. 12th.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

Air Force Cadets
Complete Training
Approximately 50 SJS Air Force
ROTC cadets were among 6,389
mrollees completing four and sixveek summer field training sessions during June, July and August.
Cadets from 17 air bases from
Maine to California participated
n the programs, which yielded 567
iewly commisssioned officers from
:he four-week sessions.
Students enrolled in the sixweek program were not considered
AFROTC cadets until they cornuleted the session.
They are enrolled in AFROTC
,his fall and are beginning academic vvork on their final two
vears on campus, in the new twoyear program authorized by the
NFROTC Vitalization Act of 1964.
Thirty-one SJS cadets particiuated in the four-week program,
while atsout 20 were enrolled in
the six-xsrek session.
The major purpose of the sessions is to supplement the college
phase of AFROTC training.

OPEN
’TIL 9
EVERY
NIGHT

ENROLL NOW

for sign-ups in ADM242-Oct. 6.
THURSDAY
Sigma Delta Chl, 7 p.m., J208,
regular meeting.
Economics Club, 7 p.m., CH145,
organizational meeting.
Chess Club, 2 p.m. Home Ec.31.
Membership meeting.
Theta Sigma Phi, 6:30 p.m.,
J208, regular meeting.
National Honorary for Women
In Education (Pi Lambda Theta),
7:30 p.m., 1689 Santa Barbara Dr.,
San Jose, first meeting of the
year, guest speaker, Dr. Shirley
Homfeld, will speak on "Special
Education at Honie :Ind Abroad."

SURFERS
PROVIDENCE, R. 1. (UPI)
What is a surfer? Roger W.
Wheeler, state recreational inspector, has ruled that a surfer
constitutes a navigable craft and
as such comes under the jurisdiction of the State Department of
Natural Resources.
However, once he falls from his
surf board, he loses his status,
becomes a swimmer and is subject
to regulation by the State Division of Parks and Recreation, says
Wheeler.

KARACHI UPI - Pakistan reported sporadic shooting yesterday
in the Chhamb area of Indian held
Kashmir where Indian troops had
forced a Pakistani withdrawal.
India claimed Pakistani troops
violated the U.N. cease fire in
southern Rajasthan.
In New Delhi, India delivered a
note formally protesting what it
called "shocking outrages" against
the Indian High Commission in
Karachi and demanded full com-

Woodford L. Flowers, director of
college relations, Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, will be on campus Tuesday, Oct. 12, to meet with anyone
desiring information concerning
graduate study.
He vvill talk to all men and
women interested in pursuing it
business career and securing the
master of business administration
degree.
Persons with bachelor’s degrees
or equivalent in any field of undergraduate study are eligible to apply for admission at the Harvard
The Math Clinic open-s this week
business school.
to all SJS students taking courses
Flowers will answer general in mathematics.
questions in all area.s of business.
It is sponsored by the MatheISIany fellowships MT available matics Department with help from
as well as loans with reasonable a volunteer staff from the Student
interest for those with financial Mathematics Society.
problems.
This free tutoring service will
During the current year, 2700 be held in room 5A of Building O.
applications were received for the 327 k.:. San Carlos St., (after Oct.
MBA program and an entering 20 in MeQuarrie Hall 523).
class of 680 has been admitted.
Hours: Monday-Thursday 7-9
Interested persons may make p.m.
appointments for intervievvs at the
Monday and Wednesday 7:30Placement Center, ADM234. Inter- 9:20 a.m.
views vvill be scheduled from 9 to
Tuesday and Thursday 12:30-2
11 a.m. and from 2 to 4:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, Oct. 12, according to Dr.
The evening sessions will gi,
E. W. Clements, Placement Cen- priority to students enrolled ii
ter director.
Math 12 and 106.
_
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New Math Clinic
Open to Students

pensatIon for all damages. It said
Indian diplomats were searched
despite diplomatic immunity. Pakistan already had denied such
charges.
Indian and Pakistani troops had
been reported fighting in the Chhamb for the past five disys. Monday night. Radio Pakistan said
Pakistani troops were forced to
retreat under a heavy Indian attack.
A radio broadcast yesterday said
sporadic small arms fire was being
exchanged in the area. The broad,
cast also said refugees reported
Indian forces were dismantling
homes to bolster defense positions
in areas of Pakistan captured before the cease fire.
In New Delhi, an Indian Defense Ministry spokesman
said Pakistani troops "intruded"
into Murhar Village, about 52
miles west southwest of Jaiselmer
in Rajasttian area in violation of
the cease-fire. He said Pakistani
troops also fired motars and machineguns on the Jessalcar Par Village, south of the Gadra Road on
the Rajasthan Sind border.

1

STUDENTS & FMULTT
I.1te Magazine Telephone Sales
Aserage hourly earnings - $1.75-$3.00
Guardnteed Salary plus bonus
- ,. Finrible
298.5434

SALE
VAUGHN’S, INC.
1

OFFERS IT’S ENTIRE STOCK OF
TRADITIONAL DRESS SLACKS AT

1/2 OFF
From

$12.95 to $29.95
$15.00

Sale $6.50 to
BAWM, AP,

Hours: Mon. -Sat., 9:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.

125 So. 4th St.

FIRST NATIONAl
.11111K,Igrr

Thurs., 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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’Interviewer Pakistan Reports Shooting
To Discuss In India’s Chhamb Area
Grad Study

MAGOO’S

0
5,

%AGO*

!Kaye 47 *aye() !
V?
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the MAGOO EXPERIENCE

ti4Goo’s

If you llirten’t enjoyed the Magoo Experience yet, let its suggv-I you do so
immediately. That is, if you like tasty, Italian pizza
charcoabbroded
hamborgers, cooked in our inimitable "Magni)" style.
Located directly
aeross from Ihe library, lisit us for
or a gatne
I. Lisivn for
Mag410.‘ MI 10.10 FM. 1 0 p.m. iinollenanny. and rimich,lier for idlitaliX
ing food mid %surto friendly atiori-plicre

123 So. 4th
fr.

iiidemea9

ORDERS TO
TAKE OUT
286.2184
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ACRO:"IS FRON1
THE LIBRARY
MON. THRU FRI.
7 a.m.
12 p.m.
-,1T. 9 a.m. moil 12 p.m.

1

"1 N. 12 a.m. moil 12 p.m.
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